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Abstract—We have recently proposed an orthogonal code hop-
ping multiplexing (OCHM) scheme which is based on a statistical
multiplexing scheme for orthogonal downlink in direct sequence
spread spectrum systems. This is a feasible candidate for accom-
modating a large number of bursty packet-based users with good
backward compatibility. In OCHM, code-collisions which degrade
channel coding performance and result in an increase in the re-
quired

�������
	
are inevitable for obtaining a statistical multiplex-

ing gain. In this paper, we lower code-collision probability by dis-
carding or delaying excessive frames whose number is larger than
a threshold value. It reduces the required

�������
	
at the transmit-

ter and saves system power. However, there is an increase in BLER
(Block Error Rate) or delay. Therefore, there exist trade-offs be-
tween the required

�������
	
and BLER (or delay). We can deter-

mine an operating point which can reduce the required
�������
	

by
considering how much BLER or delay the system requires as a
target value.

I. INTRODUCTION

In orthogonal code allocation/de-allocation mechanisms of
conventional CDMA systems, code channels are allocated by
a base station (BS) to mobile stations (MS’s) at each initial
call setup, and released from the connections after each call
termination. Since bursty downlink packet-type traffic may be
dominant in future wireless communications, code channels are
wasted by many inactive periods within a call, and thus, an in-
crease in the number of low activity users may yield a lack of
available downlink channels.

For solving this channel inefficiency problem for bursty traf-
fic, one approach is to develop new physical layer techniques
for downlink, such as 1xEV-DO (HDR) [1] and high speed
data packet access (HSDPA) [2], which have maximum data
rates up to �� Mbps. Time division multiplexing (TDM) with
a scheduler at BS increases channel efficiency. The scheduler
monitors all downlink channels based on channel quality in-
formation (CQI) from MS’s and allocates a transmission op-
portunity to a specific MS considering the channel condition
and fairness. The scheduling-based schemes may exhibit rather
good throughput performance. However, inaccuracy and de-
lay of CQI may yield a degradation in throughput performance
and fairness issues are always with the scheduling-based sys-
tems [3]. In addition, the complexity of the scheduling schemes
may increase exponentially as the number of parameters con-
sidered and the number of active users increase [4].

Orthogonal code hopping multiplexing (OCHM) [5] is an-
other approach for supporting packet services efficiently with-
out big changes in conventional systems. Downlink multiplex-

ing using code hopping in OCHM results in a statistical multi-
plexing gain. Thus, OCHM can accommodate more downlink
channels than that in conventional CDMA systems. A large
statistical multiplexing gain of OCHM can be achieved with
a large spreading factor and low channel activity traffic. At
the beginning stage of packet services, the required data rate
of each subscriber may range from several tens kbps to sev-
eral hundreds kbps. Therefore, OCHM can be a good candidate
technique for medium rate (several hundreds kbps) and low data
rate (several tens kbps) services.

However, if two or more downlink channels have the same
orthogonal codeword during a modulation symbol time, code
hopping of downlink channels yields a code-collision. As the
number of allocated downlink users increases, the number of
code-collisions increases. According to previous studies [5–7],
these code-collisions in OCHM degrade channel coding perfor-
mance and result in an increase in the required ��������� . More-
over, a time-varying feature in the required ��������� requires
more transmit power than that actually needed for keeping a
margin. This large transmit power of BS increases inter-cell
interference and decreases the system capacity. The CDMA
system capacity is determined by a minimum value between
code-limited and power-limited capacities 1. OCHM which is
applicable to increasing the code-limited capacity may not be
useful if power-limited capacity becomes relatively small due
to the increased transmit power of BS. Therefore, to increase
the power-limited capacity, it is desirable to reduce the required��������� caused by a large number of code-collisions. Thus, the
objectives of this paper are as follows:� To introduce three frame level control mechanisms for col-

lision mitigation� To evaluate the effect of transmit power saving for these
mechanisms� To evaluate the performance in terms of BLER (Block Er-
ror Rate) and delay for these mechanisms� To determine the available operating points by considering
both transmit power of ��������� at transmitter and BLER (or
delay)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: our previously
proposed orthogonal code hopping multiplexing (OCHM)
scheme is briefly introduced in Section II. In Section III, three�

Generally, in 2G and 2.5G CDMA systems, system capacity is limited by
power because major target services of 2G and 2.5G are based on voice with
relatively high activity. However, packet-based services in 3G CDMA systems
will be served in a code-limited situation
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Fig. 1. Orthogonal Code Hopping Multiplexing (OCHM)

frame level control mechanisms for collision mitigation are pro-
posed, and the performance is evaluated through simulation. Fi-
nally, conclusions are presented in Section IV.

II. ORTHOGONAL CODE HOPPING MULTIPLEXING

Previously, there were several studies on code hopping meth-
ods based on spread spectrum systems [8–10]. These previ-
ous studies were mainly focused on showing that code hop-
ping systems perform better than conventional spread spectrum
systems in BER performance because co-channel interference
is reduced by code diversity [9] 2. However, OCHM is dis-
tinguished from these previous code hopping methods because
code hopping in OCHM includes downlink multiplexing for in-
creasing the utilization of code channels.

Fig. 1 shows the basic operation of OCHM. In conventional
CDMA, each modulation symbol is spread during a modula-
tion symbol time ��� by a specific orthogonal codeword (OC).
During a call of each MS, an orthogonal codeword allocated to
the MS is maintained regardless of the inactive periods. Thus,
orthogonal codeword resources are wasted in a bursty traffic
environment.

On the other hand, OCHM allows to change the orthogonal
codewords in every modulation symbol time ��� and to multi-
plex more MS’s than the number of orthogonal codewords, as
shown in Fig. 1. For example, MS #f changes an orthogonal
codeword for each modulation symbol based on a hopping pat-
tern (HP) indexed by #f. An MS-specific hopping pattern is
generated based on an MS identifier (ID), such as an electronic
serial number (ESN) at an initial channel allocation time.

From the random hopping of orthogonal codewords, BS can
multiplex more downlink channels than the number of orthog-
onal codewords. However, as described in introduction, code-
collisions between codewords are inevitable for higher utiliza-
tion of orthogonal codewords. Fortunately, BS can monitor all�

Code-diversity averages the interference of all mobiles to a common mod-
erate value.

information of downlink channels. BS compares each chan-
nel to the others during multiplexing for finding which symbols
collide, and deals with the colliding symbols before transmit-
ting.

When a code-collision occurs among the hopping patterns of
active downlink channels, a comparator and controller in the
OCHM transmitter performs one of the following two opera-
tions: perforation and synergy.� Perforation : If code-collision symbols do not have an

identical symbolic value, i.e.,  !� or  for BPSK, then none
of the data symbols colliding during a symbol time of ���
are transmitted.� Synergy : If code-collision symbols have an identical sym-
bolic value, the transmission signal amplitude of the or-
thogonal codeword during the symbol time is the sum of
the signal amplitudes assigned for all of the corresponding
downlink channels.

Regardless of perforated symbols, the channel decoder in the
receiver of the corresponding MS can recover the transmitted
data. The synergy operation allows the code-collision symbols
to maintain and share their transmission powers in common.
Thus, a synergy operation results in a transmission power gain.

Perforation/syerngy scheme for code-collision in code hop-
ping system is a unique and distinguished concept. Synergy
compensates the OCHM system for some loss in ��������� due
to code-collisions. This effective statistical multiplexing of
OCHM yields a significant increase in the number of allocat-
able users at the cost of a slight increase in ��������� . The detailed
performance improvements are evaluated in [5, 11, 12].

III. PROPOSED SCHEMES FOR COLLISION MITIGATION

Perforations in OCHM degrade the channel coding perfor-
mance and result in an increase in the required ��������� . Each
user is statistically active and, thus, the number of active users
varies in time and follows a certain probability distribution. It
means that the required ��������� also varies in time since it is
highly related to the number of active users. A base station
(BS) should keep a margin to manage these variations and to
transmit at the required ��������� value. For reducing power con-
sumption, it is needed to reduce the required value of ��������� in-
creased due to sporadic code-collisions. It can be accomplished
by limiting the number of multiplexed users (or limiting code-
collision probability).

Fig. 2 shows three collision mitigation mechanisms in
OCHM. Each input is a data stream spread by orthogonal code-
word hopping according to its own hopping pattern (HP). In
pure OCHM, code-hopped frames of each user are directly de-
livered to a comparator & controller module. Then, the com-
parator & controller module compares all spread data streams,
decides the code-collision/perforation/synergy, and determines
the transmit power. However, as previously mentioned, an in-
crease in the number of multiplexed users yields a large degra-
dation in channel coding performance due to an increase in
code-collisions. We can reduce the performance degradation
using three mechanisms shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, in this
paper, we describe these three mechanisms and evaluate how
many frames have to be discarded or delayed to obtain a new
operating point of ��������� at transmitter.
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Fig. 2. Collision mitigation mechanisms in OCHM

A. Limiting the Number of Multiplexed Users by Discarding
Frames

If the number of frames which will be delivered to the com-
parator & controller module in a frame time is larger than
a threshold, a system considered here is to discard excessive
frames in order to limit the number of multiplexed users (or
active users in a frame time).

As shown in Fig. 1, each OCHM user has its own channel ac-
tivity. Thus, the number of active users in a frame basis is time-
varying in OCHM. Especially, since code-collision probability"$#

is a function of the number of active users, � in OCHM,
"%#

is also time-varying. The average code-collision probability is
calculated as:"$#�& �(' ) �(' ��!*�+-,�.�/10 &32$4 �6567 (1)

where �!*�+ is the number of orthogonal codewords.
The time-varying feature in the number of active users may

yield a code-collision probability distribution. Fig. 3 shows an
example of code-collision probability distribution. We need to
lower this operating point from the viewpoint of ��������� by dis-
carding excessive frames whose number is larger than a given
threshold. If we restrict the number of active users in a frame
time to 8:9<; , where 8:9<; is the threshold value, the largest av-
erage code-collision probability is determined by Eq. (1) with� & 8:9<; .

System parameters and notations for analysis and simulation
are introduced as follows:� 8 & �>=@? : the number of users� �!*�+ &BA@C

: the number of orthogonal code channels�ED & GF � : mean channel activity� 8:9<; : threshold for the maximum number of transmitting
users�IH & 0J : code rate (Turbo codes, MAP)� Interleaver size : =@KK� Data modulation: BPSK / QPSK� Wireless channel: AWGN
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Since frames are discarded at the transmitter, BLER (Block
Error Rate) or FER (Frame Error Rate) is considered as a per-
formance measure. We use both block and frame to express the
same meaning. Even if there is no frame discard in the transmit-
ter, there is a possibility the receiver cannot successfully receive
all frames and a BLER value of �ML typically occurs at the re-
ceiver due to wireless channel. Therefore, the overall BLER is
a weighted sum of block error rates at the transmitter and the
receiver.

N!O ��P�Q�R &3N!O ��P�9SR� 4 �(' N!O ��P�9SRT5 N!O ��P Q�RTU 9SR 7 (2)

where
N!O ��P�9SR is the BLER at the transmitter due to discard-

ing,
N!O ��P Q�RTU 9SR is the BLER for transmitted frames at the

receiver, and
N!O ��P�Q�R is the overall BLER considering both

block discards at the transmitter and block losses at the receiver.
It is expected that BLER characteristic does not differ among
users and, thus, we obtain only the mean BLER.

Several discard schemes3 have been proposed for excessive
user frames. However, their performance is similar in the mean
BLER. Therefore, we apply a random selection scheme with-
out a queue for convenience. It randomly selects frames to be
discarded if the number of active users in a frame time is larger
than 8:9<; . Then, BLER at the transmitter is given as follows:

"WV>XKY�Z�[ \K]
&_^a`�&cbedf# 9hg i & ) 8 ^ , D i 4 �
' D 5�j / i 7 (3)

where 8 is the number of users and D is the channel activity.k
Random Early Detection (RED) [13] and Early Packet Discard (EPD) [14]

schemes discard excessive user frames in buffer systems. However, they con-
sider both delay and loss. They can be used for further studies when we take
both BLER and delay into account at the same time.
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Now, we can analytically obtain the overall BLER by settingN!O ��P Q�RTU 9SR at �ML in Eq. (2).
In order to determine a lower operating point of ��������� by

limiting the number of downlink users, we need to investigate
the relationship between the additionally required ��������� and
the overall BLER, and find the appropriate 8v9<; value for the
new operating point. “Additional” here means an increment
from the ��������� value in code-collision free case.

These values can be obtained following the steps shown in
Fig. 4. First, the required ��������� values for a

N!O ��P Q�RTU 9SR value
of �ML are obtained for several given code-collision probabili-
ties by link-level simulation. Then, we obtain the distributions
of code-collision probability for several 8v9<; values by simula-
tion. A wTxTL "$#

value represents the code-collision probability,
in which the cumulative distribution function (CDF) value isGF wTx . A wTxTL "$#

value becomes higher as 8c9<; increases since
the code-collision probability deviates more. All of the wTxTL"$#

values can be mapped into the additionally required ���������
values because we obtain the required ��������� for a �ML BLER
value for a wTxTL "$#

value by interpolation from the previous
link-level simulation results in Table I.

Fig. 5 shows the overall BLER for varying the additionally
required ��������� and 8:9<; . The horizontal axis represents the
additionally required ��������� values in y N at the base station
due to a deviation of code-collision probability. We can also
observe the variation of

N!O ��P�Q�R and zW��������� with 8:9<; .
The overall BLER and the additionally required ��������� val-
ues converge to GF G� and GF {Mw , respectively, for 8v9<; values

TABLE I
ADDITIONALLY REQUIRED | ��}�~ 	 FOR A �������a|������>� �r� VALUE BY

LINK-LEVEL SIMULATION�a� �@� � �@� � �@� � �@� �� �������
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Fig. 5. Overall BLER vs. additionally required | ��}�~ 	
larger than =�� because the probability that the number of active
users is larger than =�� are very rare. It implies that 8v9<; values
larger than =�� is not applicable as a threshold. We can deter-
mine a proper operating point from this figure by considering
the required BLER target value 4 and the additionally required��������� allowed in OCHM.

B. Limiting the Number of Multiplexed Users by Delaying
Frames

In the previous section, we lowered the required ��������� value
by increasing BLER. Here, we observe a scheme which allows
some delay by queueing per user without increasing BLER.
Since we need to determine which frame is served first, vari-
ous types of scheduling schemes can be adopted.

Four scheduling schemes are taken into account:� Random selection (RS)� Round robin (RR)� Longest queue first (LQF)� Longest wait first (LWF)
The random selection (RS) scheme randomly selects users

to be delivered to the comparator & controller module and was
adopted in the previous section. The round robin (RR) scheme
is to sequentially offer an opportunity to be transmitted for
fairness. The longest queue first (LQF) scheme gives priority
to a user having the longest queue. Finally, the longest wait
first (LWF) scheme is to serve frames which have waited longer.
Among four schemes, only RS or RR can be used as a discard
scheme of excessive frames in the previous section. LQF and
LWF are devised to minimize delay due to queueing. In this
situation, we do not need to use any algorithm like the propor-
tionally fair algorithm [16] considering both user diversity and
fairness since user traffic characteristics are identical.�

A BLER value of ���f� is not low but sometimes becomes a target value [15].
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C. Reducing the Number of Code-Collisions by Delaying
Frames

Thus far, we have reduced the number of frames (blocks)
by counting only the number of active users. We consider
code-collision probability for each frame when we need to dis-
card or delay frames. For competing frames, the number of
code-collisions in each frame is counted if the number of ac-
tive users in a frame time is larger than 8c9<; . The number of
code-collisions are obtained per user per frame. Then, exces-
sive frames with more code-collisions are delayed in descend-
ing order of the number of code-collisions. As a matter of fact,
the instantaneous number of code-collisions in a frame is re-
lated to other frames and, thus, the number of code-collisions is
changed after discarding (delaying) the frame with the largest
number of code-collisions. Therefore, we need to count the
number of code-collisions repeatedly for every removing (de-
laying). Since this process adds complexity of one more loop,
we just count the number of code-collisions once at the begin-
ning of a frame. This scheme is called a less code-collision
first (LCF) scheme. The most obvious advantage of LCF is
that it yields a much smaller code-collision probability

"%#
than

the other schemes because LCF selects frames with less code-
collisions.

We compare the above five schemes (RS, RR, LQF, LWF, and
LCF) by simulation. The simulation environment is identical to
Section III-A, but the performance measure is delay instead of
BLER. We observe the maximum delay and wTxTL delay from
CDF. The additionally required ��������� for wTxTL "$#

is also used
in the horizontal axis. We assume that even a frame transmis-
sion without queueing yields a transmission delay of one frame.

Fig. 6(a) shows wTxTL delay for five schemes by simulation.
Delay values decay as zW��������� (or 8:9<; ) increases. For small
values of zW��������� , LCF performs the best, LWF is the sec-
ond, and the other three schemes show the worst in perfor-
mance. However, difference in performance becomes negligi-
ble for large values of zW��������� . Moreover, as expected, LCF
shows smaller additionally required ��������� values than these
of the others with given 8c9<; values. This is because LCF guar-
antees the smallest code-collision probability. It means that for
a given required ��������� , LCF serves higher transmission rate
than that of the others as the cost of scheduling complexity.

Fig. 6(b) illustrates the maximum delay for the five schemes.
The performance of the five schemes is similar to that in
Fig. 6(a), but difference in performance is significant and still
exists for large zW��������� values (or large 8c9<; values). These
results show that LWF is the best among the five schemes in
terms of delay. This is because the measures represent large
values of delay and LWF first serves frames with large delay
values. Therefore, LWF can be a competing alternative when
choosing a suitable scheme according to system requirements.

From these results, we can find the operating point reducing
the required ��������� by considering how much delay the system
permits from the figures. For example, GF xT{ dB is addition-
ally required for two frames of wTxTL delay, i.e., one frame of
queueing delay after considering one frame of transmission de-
lay. This saves GF =@� dB compared to the additionally required��������� value of GF ? dB for large 8c9<; values and is realized by
setting 8:9<; at � C .
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we lower the code-collision probability by dis-
carding or delaying excessive frames whose number is larger
than a threshold value. It reduces the required ��������� at the
transmitter and saves system power. However, there is an in-
crease in BLER (Block Error Rate) or delay. Therefore, there
exist trade-offs between ��������� and BLER (or delay). We can
determine an operating point reducing the required ��������� by
considering how much BLER or delay the system requires as a
target value.

As discard or delay schemes, we investigate the random se-
lection, the round robin, the longest queue first, and the longest
wait first schemes. The longest wait first scheme is the best
among the above four schemes from the viewpoint of maximum
delay and wTxTL delay. In the above four schemes, the num-
ber of active users is considered every frame. Each user frame
may have a different number of code-collisions and, thus, we
can reduce the number of code-collisions by delaying excessive
frames with more code-collisions. This scheme is called the
less code-collision first scheme. It reduces the code-collision
probability for a given 8c9<; value. The less code-collision first
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scheme performs better than the random selection scheme, but
competes with the longest wait first scheme in terms of maxi-
mum delay and wTxTL delay.

As a further study, combination of both loss and delay will
be studied by considering finite queue size and delay limit. It
is expected to significantly reduce maximum delay with a little
increase in BLER. Besides, more simulations are required for
high traffic load environments.
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